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Species	comparison	of	liver	proteomes	reveals	1	
enhanced	lipid	metabolism,	reduced	mitochondrial	2	

respiration	and	enhanced	expression	of	detoxifying	enzymes	3	
in	the	long-lived	naked	mole-rat	4	
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Abstract:	27	
	28	
Mammals	display	wide	range	of	variation	in	their	lifespan.	Lifespan	is	generally	29	
correlated	 to	 body	 size,	 but	 outliers	 such	 as	 human	 and	 the	 naked	 mole-rat	30	
(NMR,	Heterocephalus	 glaber)	 exist.	 Investigating	 the	molecular	 networks	 that	31	
distinguish	 long-	 from	 short-lived	 species	 has	 proven	 useful	 to	 identify	32	
determinants	of	 longevity.	Here,	we	compared	the	liver	of	 long-lived	NMRs	and	33	
the	 phylogenetically	 closely	 related,	 shorter-lived,	 guinea	 pigs	 (GP,	 Cavia	34	
porcellus)	using	an	integrated	transcriptomic	and	proteomic	approach.	We	found	35	
that	 NMRs	 express	 substantially	 higher	 levels	 (up	 to	 30	 fold)	 of	 a	 restricted	36	
number	of	longevity-associated	proteins	that	confer	enhanced	buffering	against	37	
oxidative	 stress.	 Moreover,	 NMR	 livers	 display	 a	 unique	 expression	 pattern	 of	38	
mitochondrial	 proteins	 that	 result	 in	 distinct	 metabolic	 features	 of	 their	39	
mitochondria.	 For	 instance,	 we	 observed	 a	 generally	 reduced	 respiration	 rate	40	
associated	 with	 lower	 protein	 levels	 of	 respiratory	 chain	 components,	41	
particularly	complex	I,	and	increased	capacity	to	utilize	fatty	acids.	Interestingly,	42	
the	 same	 molecular	 networks	 are	 affected	 during	 aging	 in	 both	 NMR	 and	43	
humans,	supporting	a	direct	 link	to	the	extraordinary	longevity	of	both	species.	44	
Finally,	we	used	our	analysis	to	identify	novel	longevity	pathways,	and	validated	45	
one	of	them	experimentally	in	the	phylogenetically	distantly	related	nematode	C.	46	
elegans.	47	
	 	48	
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Introduction:	49	
	50	
Among	mammals	lifespan	generally	correlates	with	other	life-history	parameters	51	
such	as	gestation	period	and	body	mass	[1].	In	this	perspective,	a	subterranean	52	
rodent,	the	naked	mole-rat	(Heterocephalus	glaber,	NMR),	and	humans	represent	53	
two	species	outliers	by	having	an	exceptionally	 long	 lifespan	relatively	 to	 their	54	
body	 mass.	 NMRs	 are	 eusocial	 animals	 that	 live	 in	 colonies	 where	 only	 a	55	
subgroup	of	animals	 is	devoted	to	reproduction	(usually	a	queen	and	one	male	56	
called	 pasha)	 [2].	 NMRs	 exhibit	 other	 exceptional	 traits	 including	 lifelong	57	
fertility,	resistance	to	 infection,	high	regenerative	capacity,	resistance	to	cancer	58	
and	diabetes,	reviewed	in	[3,4].	For	these	reasons,	NMRs	have	drawn	attention	of	59	
multiple	 studies	 aimed	 at	 identifying	 the	 molecular	 mechanisms	 behind	 their	60	
extreme	 longevity	 and	 resistance	 to	 age-related	diseases.	 Comparative	 genome	61	
analysis	 has	 revealed	 positively	 selected	 genes	 in	 NMR	 [5,6],	 and	 RNA-seq	62	
analysis	 revealed	 minimal	 changes	 in	 gene	 expression	 during	 aging	 [5,7],	63	
supporting	 the	 view	 of	 enhanced	maintenance	 of	 homeostasis	 in	 NMRs	 at	 the	64	
molecular	 level.	 NMRs	 possess	 enhanced	 protein	 stability	 and	 increased	65	
proteasomal	 activity	 [8,9],	 negligible	 levels	 of	 cellular	 senescence	 [10],	 over-66	
activation	 of	 pathways	 that	 contribute	 to	 stress	 resistance	 (e.g.,	 the	 nuclear	67	
factor	 erythroid2-related	 factor	 2	 (NFE2L2,	 previously	 NRF2/Nrf2)	 and	 p53)	68	
[3,11],	 atypical	 expression	 of	 extracellular	 matrix	 components,	 such	 as	 high	69	
molecular	mass	hyaluronan,	 that	 confer	 resistance	against	 cancer	development	70	
[12].	 Intriguingly,	 NMRs	 have	 higher	 steady-state	 levels	 of	 oxidative	 damage	71	
compared	 to,	 e.g.,	 mouse	 [8,13],	 and	 possess	 mitochondria	 with	 unusual	72	
morphology	in	the	heart	and	skeletal	muscle	[14].	However,	NMRs	appear	to	be	73	
protected	from	the	age-dependent	increase	in	oxidative	damage	that	manifest	in	74	
other	species	[8],	presumably	due	to	enhanced	detoxifying	systems	[15].		75	
	76	
There	is	a	wealth	of	evidence	linking	energy	metabolism	to	the	aging	process	and	77	
organism	 lifespan.	 Dietary	 interventions	 and	 nutrient	 sensing	 pathways	 have	78	
been	 shown	 to	 play	 a	 central	 role	 in	 modulating	 aging	 in	 different	 organisms	79	
[16–18].	 Studies	 of	 genes	 under	 positive	 selection	 pressure	 across	 related	80	
species	 that	 show	 different	 lifespan	 have	 highlighted	 genes	 involved	 in	81	
mitochondrial	 homeostasis	 balance	 [19],	 likely	 influencing	 both	 energy	82	
metabolism	 and	 hormetic	 responses	 affecting	 lifespan	 [20].	 Age-dependent	83	
changes	of	mitochondrial	ultrastructure	and	activity	have	been	described	both	in	84	
flies	and	mice	[21].	85	
	86	
There	 is	 emerging	 evidence	 that	 metabolic	 changes	 in	 the	 NMR	 contribute	 to	87	
adaptation	 to	 its	 ecosystem	 [22],	 allow	 to	 act	 as	 a	 “superorganism”	 with	 its	88	
eusocial	life	style	[4],	and	might	be	related	to	its	extreme	longevity.	However,	the	89	
relationship	 between	 NMR	 metabolism	 and	 longevity	 has	 not	 yet	 been	90	
investigated.	 Given	 its	 central	 role	 in	 organism	 metabolism,	 we	 set	 out	 to	91	
investigate	 the	 liver	of	NMRs	 in	order	 to	 identify	novel	molecular	signatures	of	92	
longevity.	Since	ecological	adaptations	are	more	likely	to	affect	gene	expression	93	
(Fraser	2013),	 and	mechanisms	of	 aging	act	both	at	 the	 transcript	 and	protein	94	
level	 [23],	 we	 performed	 a	 cross-species	 comparison	 between	 NMR	 and	 the	95	
shorter-lived	guinea	pig	(Cavia	porcellus,	GP)	using	an	integrated	proteomic	and	96	
transcriptomic	approach.	In	order	to	investigate	cross-species	differences	in	the	97	
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context	of	aging,	we	additionally	analyzed	livers	from	young	and	old	NMRs,	and	98	
related	the	identified	changes	to	human	aging	by	studying	the	liver	proteome	of	99	
12	 individuals	 aged	between	31	 and	88	 years.	 Finally,	we	 validated	one	of	 the	100	
newly	identified	longevity	pathways	to	be	a	mediator	of	lifespan	in	the	nematode	101	
C.	elegans.	102	
	 	103	
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Results:	104	
	105	
Cross-species	 comparison	 of	 liver	 proteomes	 reveals	 elevated	 expression	 of	106	
detoxifying	enzymes	in	naked	mole	rats	107	
	108	
We	first	compared	the	liver	proteomes	of	4	young	adult	male	NMRs	(2.7-3.8	year	109	
old	 (yo))	 and	 GPs	 (0.7-1	 yo)	 using	 mass	 spectrometry	 (Table	 S1).	 For	 each	110	
animal,	we	obtained	a	quantitative	proteome	profile	by	 liquid	 chromatography	111	
tandem	mass	 spectrometry,	 and	 estimated	 absolute	 protein	 abundances	 using	112	
the	iBAQ	method	[24].	In	order	to	directly	compare	the	two	species,	we	mapped	113	
both	NMR	and	GP	proteins	to	the	respective	human	orthologs,	and	used	these	as	114	
the	 reference	 for	 comparison	 (see	 Material	 and	 Methods).	 This	 allowed	 us	 to	115	
perform	a	quantitative	comparison	of	 the	two	species	using	estimated	absolute	116	
abundances	 for	 3248	 protein	 groups	 quantified	 by	 at	 least	 two	 unique	117	
proteotypic	 peptides	 in	 both	 species	 (Figure	 1A	 and	 Table	 S2).	 In	 order	 to	118	
validate	 our	 approach,	we	 obtained	RNA-seq	 data	 from	 the	 same	 samples	 and	119	
determined	transcript-level	fold	changes	between	the	two	species.	For	this,	only	120	
those	reads	that	exclusively	mapped	to	conserved	regions	were	used,	a	method	121	
used	 for	 transcriptomic	 cross-species	 comparisons	 [7]	 (Table	 S2).	 Protein	 and	122	
transcript	 fold	 changes	 displayed	 a	 significant	 positive	 correlation	 (Pearson	123	
R=0.52,	 p<2.2e-16,	 Figure	 1B),	 which	 is	 in	 line	 with	 comparisons	 performed	124	
within	 the	 same	 species	 [25].	 These	 data	 indicate	 that	 our	 strategy	 can	 reveal	125	
meaningful	differences	in	protein	abundance	between	species	and	that	many	of	126	
these	changes	are	driven	by	changes	in	transcript	levels.	127	
	128	
We	 next	 asked	 whether	 our	 comparison	 would	 reveal	 known	 longevity-129	
associated	 proteins.	 We	 found	 strikingly	 higher	 levels	 of	 peroxiredoxin	 1	130	
(PRDX1)	 and	 thioredoxin	 reductase	 1	 (TXNRD1)	 in	NMRs	 as	 compared	 to	 GPs	131	
(Figure	1C	and	D).	PRDX1	and	TXNRD1	are	both	target	genes	of	the	transcription	132	
factor	 NFE2L2,	 they	 play	 a	 crucial	 role	 in	maintaining	 cell	 redox	 homeostasis,	133	
and	both	have	been	shown	to	influence	lifespan	in	multiple	species	by	buffering	134	
ROS	 and	 promoting	 proteostasis	 [26–28].	 Interestingly,	 both	 PRDX1	 and	135	
TXNRD1	 are	 cytosolic	 enzymes,	 and	 their	mitochondrial	 counterparts	 (PRDX5,	136	
TXNRD2)	are	instead	expressed	at	similar	levels	in	both	species	(Table	S2).		137	
	138	
We	next	wondered	whether	we	could	identify	similar	differences	in	other	organs.	139	
For	 this	 purpose,	 we	 compared	 RNA-seq	 data	 from	 heart,	 skin,	 kidney	 and	140	
cerebellum	across	the	two	species	and	found	that	 increased	transcript	 levels	of	141	
PRDX1	 occur	 exclusively	 in	 the	 liver	 (Figure	 1E	 and	 F).	 This	 suggests	 that	142	
increased	 level	 PRDX1	 and	 TXNRD1	 might	 be	 linked	 to	 a	 specific	 metabolic	143	
activity	of	the	NMR	liver.	144	
	145	
	146	
	147	
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	148	
	149	
Figure	1.	 Cross-species	 comparison	of	 the	 liver	proteome	 integrated	with	150	
RNA-seq	from	the	same	animals.	(A)	Liver	proteomes	from	4	adult	naked	mole	151	
rats	 (NMRs)	 and	 4	 guinea	 pigs	 (GPs)	 were	 compared	 using	 quantitative	mass	152	
spectrometry.	 Hierarchical	 clustering	 based	 on	 the	 correlation	 between	153	
proteome	 profiles	 based	 on	 3248	 protein	 groups	 quantified	 across	 the	 two	154	
species.	(B)	Correlation	between	fold	changes	estimated	at	 the	protein	 level	by	155	
quantitative	mass	spectrometry	and	at	the	transcript	level	by	RNA-seq.	For	RNA-156	
seq	analysis	only	reads	mapping	to	conserved	regions	between	the	two	species	157	
were	 considered.	 (C	 and	 D)	 PRDX1	 and	 TXNRD1	 as	 examples	 of	 longevity-158	
associated	 proteins	 that	 show	 drastically	 increased	 abundance	 in	 NMR	 vs.	 GP.	159	
Each	 bar	 represents	 the	 abundance	 estimated	 for	 one	 animal.	 (E	 and	 F)	160	
Comparison	 of	 transcript	 levels	 of	PRDX1	and	TXNRD1	 across	multiple	 tissues.	161	
For	 both	 genes,	 transcript	 levels	 are	 increased	 in	 NMR	 vs.	 GP	 in	 the	 liver	162	
(q<2.2x10-300	 for	 PRDX1;	 q=1.5x10-45	 for	 TXNRD1),	 while	 they	 show	 similar	163	
abundances	in	the	other	tissues	examined.	Related	to	Tables	S1	and	S2.	 	164	
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The	 liver	 of	 naked	mole	 rats	 has	 a	 unique	metabolism	 characterized	 by	 reduced	165	
mitochondrial	respiration	and	enhanced	lipid	metabolism	166	
	167	
Intrigued	 by	 this	 finding,	 we	 used	 gene	 set	 enrichment	 analysis	 to	 investigate	168	
differences	 in	 pathways	 and	 molecular	 networks	 between	 the	 long-lived	 and	169	
shorter-lived	 species.	 Our	 analysis	 returned	 pathways	 linked	 to	 energy	170	
metabolism	(Figure	2A	and	Table	S3).	In	particular,	we	found	pathways	related	171	
to	 lipid	 metabolism	 to	 be	 up	 regulated,	 and	 gene	 sets	 related	 to	 oxidative	172	
phosphorylation	 to	 be	 down	 regulated	 in	 NMR	 (q<0.05).	 Among	 up-regulated	173	
proteins	 involved	 in	 lipid	metabolism,	we	 found	 enzymes	 responsible	 for	 fatty	174	
acid	beta-oxidation	(e.g.,	ACOX2	and	ACOX3),	and	lipid	(e.g.,	ACACA	and	ACSL5),	175	
cholesterol	 (e.g.,	 MVD	 and	 DHCR24)	 and	 bile	 acids	 biosynthesis	 (e.g.,	 AMACR)	176	
compared	to	GP	(Figure	2A	and	B	and	Table	S2).	Many	of	these	are	direct	target	177	
of	 the	 nuclear	 receptor	 peroxisome	 proliferator-activated	 receptor	 alpha	178	
(PPARα),	a	master	regulator	of	energy	metabolism	linked	to	aging	[29]	(Figure	179	
2B).	 The	 majority	 of	 these	 enzymes	 showed	 higher	 abundance	 in	 the	 liver	 of	180	
NMRs	 both	 at	 transcript	 and	 protein	 level,	 irrespectively	 of	 their	 sub-cellular	181	
localization	(Figure	2B).	182	
	183	
In	order	to	exclude	that	such	differences	would	arise	from	a	different	organelle	184	
composition	of	the	NMR	liver	cells,	we	analyzed	the	distribution	of	fold	changes	185	
for	 proteins	 belonging	 to	 different	 cell	 compartments	 and	 found	 slight,	 but	186	
significantly	 lower	 general	 levels	 of	 mitochondrial	 proteins	 (mean	 log2	 fold	187	
change=-0.17,	p=0.01,	Welch	 two	 sample	 t-test),	 and	higher	 levels	of	 lysosomal	188	
proteins	(mean	log2	fold	change=0.2,	p=0.005,	Welch	two	sample	t-test)	in	NMR	189	
compared	to	GP.	190	
	191	
Regarding	 oxidative	 phosphorylation,	 NMRs	 showed	 reduced	 abundance	 of	 a	192	
subset	of	mitochondrial	respiratory	chain	components	(Figure	2C).	Interestingly,	193	
these	differences	manifested	almost	exclusively	at	the	protein	level,	and	affected	194	
to	 different	 extents	 the	 respiratory	 chain	 complexes,	 with	 components	 of	195	
complex	 I	 being	 the	 most	 strongly	 reduced	 (mean	 log2	 fold	 change=-1.53,	196	
p=7.2x10-5,	 Welch	 two	 sample	 t-test,	 Figure	 2D).	 The	 opposite	 changes	 of	197	
mitochondrial	 enzymes	 involved	 in	 lipid	 metabolism	 and	 respiratory	 chain	198	
components	 indicate	 that	 NMR	 livers	 possess	 a	 distinct	 composition	 of	 their	199	
mitochondrial	proteome.		200	
	201	
In	 order	 to	 investigate	 whether	 proteomic	 differences	 result	 in	 altered	202	
mitochondrial	 activity	 of	 NMR	 liver	 parenchyma,	 we	 performed	 ex	 vivo	203	
measurements	of	cellular	respiration	in	liver	extracts	of	NMR	by	means	of	high-204	
resolution	 respirometry	 (see	 Material	 and	 Methods).	 We	 measured	205	
mitochondrial	respiration	from	an	independent	group	of	adolescent	(1	yo,	n=4)	206	
and	mature	adult	(10	yo,	n=4)	male	NMRs	and	compared	them	to	mature	adult	207	
male	mice	 (6-8	mo,	 n=4).	We	 first	 compared	 the	 contribution	 of	 fatty	 acids	 to	208	
mitochondrial	 activity	 using	 octanoylcarnitine	 and	 malate	 as	 substrates.	 After	209	
this,	 maximum	 coupled	 respiration-state	 (OXPHOS-state)	 was	 established	 by	210	
further	 addition	 of	 glutamate	 and	 succinate.	 	 Finally,	 we	 completed	 the	 test	211	
sequence	 by	 adding	 carbonyl	 cyanide	 p-(trifluoromethoxy)-phenylhydrazone	212	
(FCCP)	 in	 order	 to	 achieve	 the	 maximum	 uncoupled	 respiration-state.	 We	213	
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observed	(Figure	2E)	that	NMRs	and	mice	showed	similar	rates	of	mitochondrial	214	
respiration	 supported	 by	 fatty	 acids.	 In	 contrast,	 NMR	 livers	 show	 reduced	215	
maximum	 mitochondrial	 activity	 compared	 to	 mouse	 liver.	 In	 line	 with	 the	216	
reduced	 abundance	 of	 respiratory	 chain	 components,	 mitochondrial	 oxygen	217	
consumption	 normalized	 per	 wet	 tissue	 volume	 was	 significantly	 reduced	 in	218	
both	 maximum	 OXPHOS	 (35%	 (p=0.011)	 and	 37%	 (p=0.014)	 in	 1	 and	 10	 yo	219	
NMRs,	 respectively;	 one-way	 ANOVA	 followed	 by	 Bonferroni’s	 t-test),	 and	220	
maximum	uncoupled	states	(51%	(p<0.001)	and	54%	(p<0.001)).	This	implies	a	221	
~2-fold	 higher	 fatty	 acid	 supported	 mitochondrial	 respiration	 in	 NMRs	222	
compared	 to	 mice	 (Figure	 2F).	 Taken	 together,	 our	 data	 indicate	 a	 marked	223	
rearrangement	 of	 energy	metabolism	 in	 the	 liver	 of	 NMR	 characterized	 by	 an	224	
enhanced	 lipid	 metabolism	 and	 globally	 reduced	 level	 of	 mitochondrial	225	
respiration.	226	
	 	227	
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	228	
	229	
Figure	 2.	 Distinctive	 features	 of	 NMR	 liver	 metabolism.	 (A)	 Gene	 set	230	
enrichment	 analysis	 was	 performed	 on	 proteomic	 data.	 Gene	 sets	 are	 plotted	231	
according	 to	 the	 log10	 value	 of	 the	 calculated	 enrichment	 score.	 Positive	 and	232	
negative	values	are	used	 for	gene	sets	showing	higher	and	 lower	abundance	 in	233	
NMR,	 respectively.	Because	of	 the	 redundancy	 among	 the	 significantly	 affected	234	
gene	 sets	 (q<0.05),	 we	 highlighted	 representative	 categories	 of	 gene	 sets.	 The	235	
complete	 list	of	enriched	gene	sets	 is	available	 in	Table	S3.	(B)	Protein	(P)	and	236	
transcript	(T)	fold	changes	for	genes	involved	in	lipid	metabolism	("REACTOME	237	
METABOLISM	 OF	 LIPIDS	 AND	 LIPOPROTEINS",	 combined	 RNA-seq	 and	238	
proteome	 q<0.001),	 and	 (C)	 oxidative	 phosphorylation	 that	 are	 significantly	239	
affected	in	NMR	vs.	GP	(selection	criteria	as	in	B).	(D)	Fold	changes	comparison	240	
for	 genes	 of	 the	 different	 complexes	 of	 the	 respiratory	 chain.	 Light	 blue	 and	241	
orange	 boxes	 indicate	 protein	 and	 transcript	 fold	 changes,	 respectively.	 (E)	242	
Mitochondrial	oxygen	flux	supported	by	octanoylcarnitine	and	malate,	compared	243	
to	maximum	coupled	(OXPHOS)	and	maximum	uncoupled	respiration	in	liver	of	244	
NMR	 (1	 and	 10	 yo)	 and	 6-8	 mo	 male	 mice.	 (F)	 Ratio	 of	 fatty	 acid	 supported	245	
respiration	to	maximum	OXPHOS	and	uncoupled	respiration	in	liver	of	NMR	and	246	
mouse.	In	E	and	F,	reported	values	are	averages	obtained	from	n=4	animals	per	247	
experimental	 group	 ±	 standard	 deviation.	 *=p<0.05;	 **=p<0.001;	 n.s=not	248	
significant.	Related	to	Table	S3.	 	249	
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Cross-species-	and	aging-related	changes	correlate	250	
	251	
Given	 the	 existing	 evidences	 linking	 both	 lipid	 metabolism	 and	 oxidative	252	
phosphorylation	 to	 lifespan	 [30,31],	 we	 investigated	 how	 these	 pathways	 are	253	
affected	 during	 aging	 in	 NMRs.	We	 therefore	 compared	 the	 liver	 proteome	 of	254	
young	 (3-4	 yo)	 and	 old	 (>20	 yo)	 NMRs	 using	 quantitative	mass	 spectrometry	255	
(Figure	 3A,	 Table	 S1	 and	 S4).	 Gene	 Ontology	 analysis,	 based	 on	 5237	 protein	256	
groups	quantified	by	at	least	2	unique	peptides,	revealed	changes	that	are	typical	257	
of	 the	 aging	 process	 (Figure	 3B).	 These	 include	 increased	 inflammation	 and	258	
immune	 response-related	 proteins	 [23],	 and	 accumulation	 of	 extracellular	259	
matrix	 proteins	 [32].	 Interestingly,	 we	 found	 a	 statistically	 significant	 overlap	260	
between	 proteins	 differentially	 abundant	 in	 NMR	 vs.	 GP,	 and	 proteins	 whose	261	
abundance	 is	affected	by	NMR	aging	(99	proteins,	p=2x10-4,	Fisher’s	exact	 test,	262	
Figure	 3C).	 Additionally,	 we	 observed	 a	 negative	 correlation	 between	 protein	263	
fold	changes	across	species	and	NMR	aging	(Pearson	R=-0.38,	p=0.0001;	Figure	264	
3D),	 resulting	 in	 a	 significant	 difference	 between	 cumulative	 distributions	 of	265	
NMR	 vs.	 GP	 fold	 changes	 for	 proteins	 up-	 or	 down-regulated	 in	 NMR	 aging	266	
(p=0.002,	 Kolmogorov-Smirnov-test;	 Figure	 3E).	 The	 directionalities	 of	 the	267	
differences	indicate	that	proteins	with	decreasing	expression	during	NMR	aging	268	
tend	 to	 have	 a	 higher	 level	 in	 young	NMR	 compared	 to	 GP,	whereas,	 proteins	269	
with	increasing	expression	during	NMR	aging	tend	to	start	from	a	lower	level	in	270	
young	 NMR	 than	 in	 GP.	 Statistical	 significance	 for	 overlap	 (p=0.008,	 Fisher’s	271	
exact	 test),	 anti-correlation	 of	 fold	 changes	 (Pearson	R=-0.18,	 p=1.8x10-8),	 and	272	
difference	between	cumulative	distributions	(p=3.1x10-12,	Kolmogorov-Smirnov-273	
test)	can	also	be	observed	 from	RNA-seq	data	obtained	 from	the	same	animals	274	
(Figure	S1).	In	particular,	we	found	among	the	30	liver	proteins	up	in	NMR	vs.	GP	275	
and	down	during	NMR	aging	13	linked	to	lipid	or	fatty	acid	and	5	to	xenobiotic	276	
metabolism	 (Figure	3F).	Our	data	 suggest	 that	 this	 group	of	 proteins	might	 be	277	
involved	 in	 sustaining	 the	 longevity	 of	 NMRs,	 and	 their	 decline	 during	 aging	278	
might	contribute	to	a	phenotypically/functionally	not	yet	reported	reduction	of	279	
liver	function.	280	
	 	281	
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	282	
	283	
Figure	3.	The	impact	of	aging	on	the	NMR	liver	proteome	(A)	Livers	from	3	284	
young	 (2.7-3.8	 yo)	 and	3	old	 (>20	yo)	NMRs	were	 compared	by	Tandem	Mass	285	
Tags	(TMT)	based	quantitative	mass	spectrometry.	Hierarchical	clustering	based	286	
on	 the	 correlation	 between	 proteome	 profiles	 based	 on	 5237	 protein	 groups	287	
cross-quantified	 between	 the	 two	 age	 groups	 (Table	 S4).	 (B)	 Gene	 set	288	
enrichment	 analysis.	 Gene	 sets	 are	 plotted	 according	 to	 the	 log10	value	 of	 the	289	
calculated	enrichment	score.	Positive	and	negative	values	are	used	for	gene	sets	290	
showing	 higher	 and	 lower	 abundance	 in	 old	 NMRs,	 respectively.	 Selected	291	
significantly	 affected	 gene	 sets	 (q<0.05)	 are	 highlighted.	 The	 complete	 list	 of	292	
enriched	 gene	 sets	 is	 available	 in	 Table	 S5.	 (C)	 Overlap	 between	 proteins	293	
differentially	 expressed	 in	 NMR	 vs.	 GP	 and	 affected	 by	 aging	 in	 NMR.	 (D)	294	
Comparison	 between	 cross-species	 and	 aging-related	 fold	 changes	 for	 the	 99	295	
proteins	significantly	different	in	both	comparisons.	(E)	Cumulative	distributions	296	
of	 significant	NMR	vs.	 GP	 fold	differences	 for	 the	99	proteins	 also	 significantly	297	
up-	(red)	or	down-	(blue)	regulated	in	aging.	(F)	The	62	proteins	with	significant	298	
but	opposite	 fold	changes	 in	both	comparisons	(Table	S6).	Proteins	 involved	 in	299	
lipid/fatty	acid	metabolism	and	xenobiotic	metabolism	are	highlighted	in	green	300	
and	orange,	respectively.	Related	to	Figure	S1	and	Tables	S4,	S5	and	S6.	301	
	302	
	303	
	304	
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	305	
	306	
Figure	 S1.	 Correlations	 between	 liver	 transcript	 level	 differences	 of	 NMR	307	
vs.	 GP	 and	 during	 NMR	 aging.	 (A)	 Significant	 overlap	 between	 differentially	308	
expressed	 genes	 (DEGs)	 in	 NMR	 vs.	 GP	 and	 in	 aging	 of	 NMR.	 (B)	 Comparison	309	
between	 cross-species	 and	 aging-related	 fold	 changes	 for	 the	 875	 DEGs	310	
significant	 in	 both	 comparison	 (q<0.01)	 shows	 significant	 negative	 correlation.	311	
(C)	Cumulative	distributions	of	NMR	vs.	GP	fold	changes	 for	the	875	DEGs	also	312	
significantly	up-	 (red)	or	down-	 (blue)	 regulated	 in	NMR	aging.	The	x-axis	was	313	
restricted	to	±8	for	display	purpose.	Related	to	Figure	3	and	Table	S6.	314	
	 	315	
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Aging	affects	similar	pathways	in	both	NMR	and	human	liver		316	
	317	
In	order	 to	generalize	our	 findings	 to	other	species	and	 in	particular	 to	human	318	
aging,	 we	 analyzed	 the	 proteome	 of	 donor	 liver	 samples	 from	 12	 individuals	319	
aged	between	31	and	88	years	 (Table	S1).	 In	 this	 case,	we	used	 formalin	 fixed	320	
and	 paraffin	 embedded	 (FFPE)	 samples	 and	 quantitatively	 compared	 the	321	
proteomes	using	mass	spectrometry.	Principal	Component	Analysis	(PCA)	based	322	
on	3211	quantified	protein	groups	revealed	separation	of	the	proteome	profiles	323	
based	on	the	age	of	the	donor	(Figure	4A).	Guided	by	the	PCA	analysis,	we	split	324	
the	individuals	into	two	groups	defined	as	young	(below	50	years	of	age)	and	old	325	
(above	66	years),	and	analyzed	differential	protein	expression	for	3064	protein	326	
groups	 quantified	 across	 all	 samples	 (Table	 S7).	 Multiple	 lines	 of	 evidence	327	
indicate	that	aging	affects	similar	pathways	in	both	human	and	NMR	liver.	First,	328	
as	 in	 NMR,	 GO	 enrichment	 analysis	 revealed	 an	 age-dependent	 decline	 of	329	
proteins	 involved	 in	 lipid	metabolism	and	detoxification	of	 xenobiotics,	 and	an	330	
increase	of	proteins	related	to	immune	response	(Figure	4B	and	Table	S7),	and	331	
inflammation	markers	such	as	RELA/p65	(Figure	4C).	Second,	enzymes	involved	332	
in	lipid	synthesis	such	as	ACACA	and	DHCR24,	which	were	found	to	be	expressed	333	
at	 higher	 level	 in	 NMR	 vs.	 GP	 and	 to	 decline	 during	 NMR	 aging,	 showed	 a	334	
negative	 correlation	 with	 the	 age	 of	 the	 donor	 (Figure	 4D	 and	 4E).	 Enzymes	335	
involved	in	fatty	acid	beta-oxidation,	including	ACAA2	and	HADHA,	also	showed	336	
a	trend	of	lower	abundance	in	livers	from	older	individuals	(Figure	S2A).	Third,	337	
these	changes	in	metabolic	enzymes	underline	a	more	general	reorganization	of	338	
the	 liver	 proteome	 that	 is	 characterized	 by	 a	 significant	 reduction	 of	 both	339	
mitochondrial	 and	peroxisomal	proteins	during	aging	 in	both	NMR	and	human	340	
(Figure	 4F).	 Fourth,	 multiple	 proteins	 involved	 in	 different	 steps	 of	 the	341	
xenobiotic	 metabolism	 showed	 similar	 trends.	 Cytochrome	 P450s,	 a	 subset	 of	342	
Glutathione	 S-transferases	 (GSTs),	 and	 UDP-glucuronosyltransferases	 (UGTs)	343	
were	in	most	cases	expressed	at	higher	levels	in	NMR	vs.	GP	and	showed	an	age-344	
dependent	 decline	 both	 in	 NMR	 and	 in	 human	 (Figures	 4G	 and	 S2B).	 Taken	345	
together	 these	data	 indicate	 that	 conserved	pathways	are	affected	 in	NMR	and	346	
humans	during	aging.	347	
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	348	
	349	
Figure	4.	The	impact	of	aging	on	the	human	liver	proteome	and	comparison	350	
to	NMR	aging.	(A)	FFPE	liver	samples	from	12	human	donors	aged	31-88	years	351	
old	 were	 analysed	 by	 Data	 Independent	 Acquisition	 (DIA)	 quantitative	 mass	352	
spectrometry.	 Principal	 Component	 Analysis	 (PCA)	 of	 the	 proteome	 profiles	353	
based	 on	3211	protein	 groups	 quantified.	 (B)	Gene	Ontology	 (GO)	 enrichment	354	
analysis	based	on	differential	protein	expression	between	young	 (<47	yo,	n=6)	355	
and	 old	 (>66	 yo,	 n=5)	 donors.	 One	 donor	 aged	 58	 yo	 was	 excluded	 from	356	
differential	expression	analysis.	GO	categories	are	plotted	according	to	the	log10	357	
value	of	the	calculated	enrichment	p-value.	Positive	and	negative	values	are	used	358	
for	 gene	 sets	 showing	 higher	 and	 lower	 abundance	 in	 old	 individuals,	359	
respectively.	Selected	significantly	affected	GO	terms	(p<0.001)	are	highlighted.	360	
The	 complete	 list	 of	 enriched	 GO	 terms	 is	 available	 in	 Table	 S7.	 (C)	 The	361	
inflammation	marker	RELA	shows	a	steady	 increase	of	abundance	with	age.	(D	362	
and	 E)	 Selected	 examples	 of	 enzymes	 involved	 in	 lipid	 metabolism	 being	 up	363	
regulated	in	NMR	vs.	GP	and	decreasing	during	aging	both	in	NMRs	and	humans.	364	
(F)	Mitochondrial	and	peroxisomal	proteins	decrease	with	age	in	both	NMR	and	365	
human	 liver.	Distributions of fold-changes were calculated separately for proteins 366	
assigned to different cellular compartments. Mitochondrial (n=953, p=1.2x10-37 Welch	367	
two	 sample	 t-test for NMR; n=716, p=1.4x10-21 Welch	 two	 sample	 t-test	 for	368	
human)	and	peroxisomal	proteins	(n=95,	p=4.9x10-6	Welch	two	sample	t-test	for	369	
NMR;	n=	74,	p=8.9x10-3	Welch	two	sample	t-test	for	human)	showed	a	significant	370	
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lower	 abundance	 in	 old	 samples	 as	 compared	 to	 the	 rest	 of	 the	 quantified	371	
proteins.	(G)	Major	categories	of	detoxifying	enzymes	differentially	expressed	in	372	
NMR	vs.	GP	and	affected	by	aging	 in	both	NMR	and	humans	 (only	 significantly	373	
affected	 cases	 are	 shown	 for	 each	group;	 cut-offs:	NMR	vs.	GP	and	NMR	aging,	374	
combined	q<0.05;	human	proteome	aging	q<0.1).	Related	to	Figure	S2	and	Table	375	
S7.	376	
	 	377	
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	378	
	379	

	380	
	381	

Figure	 S2.	 Examples	of	 enzymes	 involved	 in	 fatty	 acid	beta-oxidation	and	382	
xenobiotic	 metabolism	 that	 decrease	 during	 aging	 in	 human	 liver.	 (A)	383	
Additional	examples	of	enzymes	involved	in	lipid	metabolism	decreasing	during	384	
aging	 in	human	 liver.	(B)	Detoxifying	enzymes	decreasing	during	aging	 in	both	385	
NMR	 and	 humans.	 Only	 significantly	 affected	 genes	 are	 shown;	 cut	 offs:	 NMR	386	
aging,	combined	q<0.05;	human	proteome	aging	q<0.1;	n.s.	=	no	significant	cases	387	
detected.	Related	to	Figure	4.	388	
	 	389	
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The	detoxifying	enzyme	SULT1C3	mediates	lifespan	extension	in	C.	elegans		390	
	391	
In	 order	 to	 demonstrate	 that	 proteins	 expressed	 at	 higher	 level	 in	 NMR	 are	392	
mechanistically	 linked	 to	 longevity,	 we	 focused	 on	 proteins	 involved	 in	393	
xenobiotic	metabolism,	 and	 in	particular	 the	phase	 II	 enzyme	SULT1C3	and	 its	394	
paralog	SULT1C2.	These	enzymes	are	expressed	at	prominent	level	in	NMR	and	395	
they	 strongly	 decline	 during	 aging	 (Figure	 5A	 and	 Figure	 S3).	 The	 C.	 elegans	396	
ortholog	of	SULTIC2/3	is	SSU-1	(coded	by	ssu-1),	and	it	was	previously	shown	to	397	
be	 expressed	 at	 high	 levels	 in	 long-lived	 and	 stress-resistant	 dauer	 larvae	398	
(surviving	 up	 to	 4	 months	 compared	 to	 2-3	 weeks	 lifespan	 of	 a	 reproducing	399	
adult).	 High	 expression	 levels	 of	 ssu-1	 are	 thus	 associated	 with	 extended	400	
longevity	also	in	worms	[33].	The	feeding	of	wild	type	worms	with	RNAi	against	401	
ssu-1	from	L4	 larval	 stage	on	resulted	 in	significant	 reduction	of	 their	 life	 span	402	
(median	life	span	reduction	of	13%)	suggesting	that	ssu-1	is	required	for	normal	403	
lifespan	 of	 nematodes	 (Figure	 5B).	 The	 remarkable	 stress	 resistance	 of	 dauer	404	
larvae	 is	 largely	due	 to	 enhanced	expression	of	pro-survival	 and	detoxification	405	
genes	mediated	by	DAF-16/FOXO	 transcription	 factor	 [34,35].	To	 test	whether	406	
the	FOXO	pathway	regulates	the	expression	of	ssu-1	during	adulthood	and	aging,	407	
we	performed	an	epistasis	experiment	treating	daf-16	deficient	nematodes	with	408	
ssu-1	RNAi.	The	lifespan	reducing	effect	of	the	ssu-1	RNAi	is	also	observed	in	daf-409	
16	mutants	(median	lifespan	reduction	of	12%)	(Figure	5C),	suggesting	that	the	410	
function	 of	 ssu-1	 in	 normal	 aging	 is	 regulated	 by	 factors	 other	 than	 DAF-411	
16/FOXO.	412	
	 	413	
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	414	

	415	
	416	
Figure	 5.	 Knock-down	 of	 SSU-1	 (ssu-1)	reduces	 lifespan	 in	 wild	 type	 and	417	
daf-16(mu86)	 mutant	 C.	elegans.	 (A)	 The	 orthologous	 mammalian	 phase	 II	418	
conjugation	enzyme	SULT1C3	is	significantly	more	abundant	in	NMR	compared	419	
to	GP,	and	 it	declines	with	aging.	(B)	Wildtype	(N2,	Bristol	strain)	and	(C)	daf-420	
16(mu86)	mutant	worms	were	treated	with	ssu-1	and	control	empty	vector	(e.v.)	421	
RNAi	from	the	L4	(pre-adult)	developmental	stage.	Survival	was	scored	daily;	the	422	
significance	of	lifespan	shortening	was	determined	by	Mantel-Cox	Log	rank	test	423	
(p<0.0001	in	both	cases).	Related	to	Figure	S3.	424	
	 	425	
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	426	

																																					 	427	
	428	
Figure	S3.	SULT1C2	decreases	with	aging	in	NMR.	Related	to	Figure	5.	429	
	430	
	 	431	
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Discussion:	432	
	433	
Cross-species	 comparisons	 based	 on	 transcriptional	 profiling	 have	 highlighted	434	
pathways	 that	 correlate	 with	 lifespan	 [1].	 In	 this	 work,	 we	 decided	 to	435	
concentrate	 on	 the	 NMR,	 as	 an	 outlier	 of	 exceptional	 longevity,	 and	 directly	436	
relate	the	identified	proteome	changes	to	the	ones	observed	in	humans,	another	437	
of	 those	 outliers.	 In	 our	 NMR	 vs.	 GP	 comparative	 approach,	 we	 generally	438	
observed	 a	 good	 correlation	 between	 transcriptome	 and	 proteome	 differences	439	
confirming	 that	 a	 great	 fraction	 of	 adaptation	 to	 local	 ecosystems	 occurs	 via	440	
changes	 in	 gene	 expression	 that	 translate	 into	 abundance	 changes	 of	 proteins.	441	
However,	 we	 have	 identified	 changes,	 particularly	 among	 complexes	 of	 the	442	
mitochondrial	 respiratory	 chain,	which	manifested	exclusively	at	 the	proteome	443	
level.	Importantly	some	of	these	changes	are	inline	with	measureable	difference	444	
in	mitochondrial	activity	in	NMR.	445	
	446	
Our	cross-species	analysis	revealed	that	the	liver	of	NMRs	possesses	three	major	447	
characteristics	compared	to	GP:	(i)	lower	rate	of	mitochondrial	respiration,	due	448	
to	 reduced	 level	 of	 complex	 I;	 (ii)	 higher	 reliance	 on	 fatty	 acids	 for	 energy	449	
production,	deriving	from	increased	abundance	of	enzymes	responsible	for	lipid	450	
turnover;	 and	 (iii)	 increased	 expression	 of	 detoxifying	 enzymes.	 Although	 we	451	
cannot	exclude	that	some	of	the	observed	changes	derive	from	differences	in	diet	452	
between	 the	 two	 compared	 species,	 the	 fact	 that	 mitochondrial	 and	 oxidative	453	
phosphorylation	 genes	 were	 identified	 to	 be	 differentially	 expressed	 also	 in	454	
NMRs	vs.	wild	mice	[7]	supports	the	peculiarity	of		NMR	liver	metabolism	among	455	
rodents.	Importantly,	we	have	also	shown	that	the	aging	process	itself	negatively	456	
affects	the	abundance	of	proteins	involved	in	lipid	metabolism	and	detoxification	457	
processes	both	in	NMR	and	humans.	These	pathways	are	similarly	affected	with	458	
aging	also	in	mice	[36].	459	
	460	
Two	 major	 questions	 arise	 from	 our	 work:	 how	 NMRs	 have	 evolved	 their	461	
particular	 liver	 metabolism,	 and	 how	 does	 this	 contribute	 to	 the	 extreme	462	
longevity	 of	 these	 animals?	 Multiple	 studies	 have	 previously	 linked	 the	463	
composition	 of	 the	 mitochondrial	 respiratory	 chain	 to	 lifespan	 extension	 in	464	
multiple	 species	 [31]:	 altered	 composition	 of	 the	 respiratory	 chain	 has	 been	465	
show	 to	 induce	a	hormetic	 response	 that	 can	extend	 lifespan	 in	C.elegans	 [37];	466	
mild	inhibition	of	complex	I	leads	to	increased	lifespan	in	the	short-lived	fish	N.	467	
furzeri	[38];	low	abundance	of	the	matrix	arm	of	complex	I	predicts	longevity	in	468	
mice	[39];	fibroblasts	isolated	from	long	lived	individuals	including	centenarians	469	
show	altered	mitochondrial	activity	with	lower	complex	I	driven	ATP	synthesis	470	
[40].		471	
	472	
Similarly,	lipid	homeostasis	and	signaling	has	been	linked	to	health	and	longevity	473	
[30],	and	changes	in	lipid	metabolism	have	been	shown	to	mediate	the	positive	474	
effects	of	anti-aging	dietary	 interventions.	Dietary	 interventions	such	as	calorie	475	
restriction	 (CR)	 or	 fasting	 influence	 lipid	 metabolism	 [41,42].	 Transcriptomic	476	
and	metabolomic	measurements	showed	that	CR	promotes	 fatty	acid	 fueling	of	477	
mitochondria	 in	 liver	 of	 mice	 and	 it	 is	 accompanied	 by	 changes	 in	 body	 fat	478	
composition	 [43].	 Both	 fatty	 acid	 oxidation	 and	 lipid	metabolism	 pathways	 as	479	
well	 as	xenobiotic	metabolism	are	 induced	by	CR	 in	mouse	 liver	via	epigenetic	480	
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reprogramming	[44].	Changes	 in	 lipid	metabolism	are	mechanistically	 linked	to	481	
activation	of	stress	response	pathways	that	mediate	enhanced	proteostasis	[45],	482	
and	 fatty	 acid	 oxidation	 and	 functional	 peroxisomes	 are	 required	 to	 maintain	483	
mitochondria	network	homeostasis	and	promote	longevity	in	C.	elegans	[46].	In	484	
humans,	 shifts	 in	 body	 composition	 accompany	 aging	 including	 a	 decrease	 of	485	
lean	mass	and	accumulation	of	body	fat.	Fatty	acid	oxidation	by	respiring	tissue	486	
decreases	 with	 age	 in	 humans	 [47,48],	 however	 there	 are	 discordant	 reports	487	
[49].	A	decrease	 in	 fatty	acid	oxidation	during	aging	 can	 lead	 to	adipose	 tissue	488	
accumulation	 and	 thus	 contribute	 to	 increased	 systemic	 inflammation,	 a	major	489	
risk	 factor	 for	 aging-associated	 disease	 such	 as	 type	 II	 diabetes	 [50].	 Our	 data	490	
show	 that	 in	 both	 NMR	 and	 human	 liver	 there	 is	 a	 progressive	 decline	 of	491	
enzymes	responsible	for	fatty	acid	turnover.	These	alterations	might	contribute	492	
to	 changes	 in	energy	metabolism	 that	 favor	 the	accumulation	of	adipose	 tissue	493	
and	increased	inflammation	at	older	age.		494	
	495	
From	 a	 mechanistic	 point	 of	 view,	 it	 is	 conceivable	 that	 adaptation	 to	 the	496	
particular	 ecosystem	 of	 NMRs	 has	 selected	 for	 characteristics	 of	 energy	497	
metabolism	 that	 in	 turn	 enabled	 extreme	 longevity	 via	 activation	 of	 stress	498	
pathways	 (Figure	 6).	 Among	 these,	 the	 NFE2L2	 pathway,	 which	 control	 the	499	
expression	of	many	of	the	detoxifying	enzymes	that	we	found	increased	in	NMR	500	
vs.	 GP,	 was	 shown	 to	 have	 enhanced	 activity	 in	 NMR	 [11].	 The	 activity	 of	 the	501	
same	 pathways	 tend	 to	 decline	 during	 aging,	 as	 shown	 here	 by	 the	 decline	 of	502	
their	target	genes	in	both	NMR	and	humans,	and	in	different	systems	[51,52].	It	503	
is	 therefore	 tempting	 to	 speculate	 that	 their	 higher	 basal	 activity	 in	 the	 NMR	504	
might	contribute	to	its	enhanced	stress	resistance,	and	ultimately	delay	the	aging	505	
process.	 In	 line	 with	 this	 hypothesis,	 genes	 encoding	 for	 both,	 respiratory	506	
electron	transport	chain	and	response	to	oxidative	stress	have	been	shown	to	be	507	
under	positive	selection	in	the	NMR	[6].	Additionally,	similar	molecular	networks	508	
(lipid	 metabolism	 and	 oxidative	 stress	 pathways)	 are	 involved	 in	 the	 social	509	
status	 transition	 from	 worker	 to	 breeder	 in	 NMR	 [53],	 suggesting	 common	510	
evolutionary	 constrains	 and	 molecular	 mechanism	 underlying	 longevity	 and	511	
eusociality,	 i.e.	 reproductive	 animals’	 lifelong	 fecundity	 coupled	 with	512	
extraordinary	life-	and	healthspan	in	the	NMR	[54]	and	even	extended	lifespan	in	513	
other	mole-rats	 [55,56]	and	 longevity.	Further	work	 is	 required	 to	elucidate	 in	514	
detail	which	aspects	of	 liver	metabolism	are	sufficient	 to	promote	 lifespan,	and	515	
what	 is	 the	 molecular	 basis	 mediating	 positive	 systemic	 effects	 that	 support	516	
organism	health	by	delaying	aging	in	NMR.	517	
	 	518	
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	519	

	520	
	521	
Figure	6.	 Proposed	 model	 linking	 metabolic	 changes	 to	 stress	522	
response/detoxifying	pathways	in	NMR	and	during	aging.	523	
	 	524	
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Materials	and	methods:	525	
	526	
Samples	527	
	528	
Young	NMR	and	GP	 liver	 tissue	 samples	were	obtained	at	 the	Leibniz	 Institute	529	
for	 Zoo	 and	 Wildlife	 Research,	 IZW	 (Berlin,	 Germany).	 Old	 NMR	 liver	 tissue	530	
samples	 were	 obtained	 from	 the	 Stockholm	 Zoo.	 Sampling	 and	 animal	531	
procedures	were	approved	by	the	local	ethics	committee	of	the	“Landesamt	für	532	
Gesundheit	 und	 Soziales”,	 Berlin,	 Germany	 (reference	 numbers:	 #ZH	 156,	533	
G02217/12,	 and	 T	 0073/15)	 and	 were	 compliant	 with	 the	 national	 and	534	
institutional	 animal	 care	 guidelines.	 NMRs	 were	 kept	 inside	 artificial	 burrow	535	
systems,	consisting	of	acrylic	glass	containers	interconnected	with	tubes.	Except	536	
during	 cleaning	 and	 management	 procedures,	 animals	 were	 kept	 in	 complete	537	
darkness	and	supplied	daily	ad	libitum	with	 fresh	vegetables.	Temperature	and	538	
humidity	 were	 kept	 stable	 at	 27.0±2.0°C	 and	 85.0±5.0%,	 respectively.	 GPs	539	
(breed:	 Dunkin	 Hartley	 HsdDhl:DH,	 Harlan	 Laboratories,	 AN	 Venray,	540	
Netherlands)	were	kept	pairwise	in	standardized	GP	cages	with	a	12h	light-dark	541	
cycle.	 They	 were	 fed	 commercial	 pellets	 and	 fresh	 vegetables	 daily;	 hay	 and	542	
vitamin	C	enriched	water	were	provided	ad	libitum.	Temperature	and	humidity	543	
ranged	 between	 18.0±2.0°C	 and	 45.0±5.0%,	 respectively.	 For	 tissue	 collection,	544	
animals	 were	 euthanized	 by	 surgical	 decapitation	 under	 general	 anaesthesia	545	
(Isofluran	CP,	CP-Pharma,	Burgdorf,	Germany).	Tissue	samples	were	fresh	frozen	546	
and	stored	in	liquid	nitrogen	before	transcriptome	or	proteome	analysis.	547	
	548	
Human	 liver	 tissue	 samples	were	 provided	 by	 the	 tissue	 bank	 of	 the	 National	549	
Center	 for	Tumor	Diseases	 (NCT,	Heidelberg,	Germany)	 in	accordance	with	 the	550	
regulations	 of	 the	 tissue	 bank	 and	 the	 approval	 of	 the	 ethics	 committee	 of	551	
Heidelberg	 University.	 These	 samples	were	 obtained	 in	 a	 transplant	 setting	 to	552	
check	the	quality	of	the	donor	liver	by	histology	before	implantation.	The	age	of	553	
the	donors	ranges	from	31-88.	The	tissue	samples	were	formalin	fixed,	paraffin-554	
embedded	 (FFPE)	 and	 slides	were	 stained	with	 hematoxylin	 and	 eosin	 (H&E).	555	
These	 full-section	 H&E	 slides	 were	 re-evaluated	 by	 a	 trained	 pathologist	 (SS)	556	
confirming	 that	 each	of	 the	 samples	used	 for	proteomic	analyses	did	not	 show	557	
any	overt	pathomorphological	changes	(e.g.	necrosis	or	significant	inflammatory	558	
or	fatty	changes).	559	
	560	
RNA	sequencing	analysis.	561	
	562	
Reference	transcripts	563	
Reference	 transcripts	 for	 NMR	 are	 based	 on	 recently	 published	 de	 novo	564	
transcriptome	assembly	[57].	Reference	transcripts	for	GP	were	obtained	by	de	565	
novo	transcriptome	assembly	of	ten	different	tissue	samples	as	described	in	[53],	566	
using	the	human	transcriptome	as	a	reference	for	gene	symbol	assignment.	Both	567	
transcript	sets	were	mapped	to	the	corresponding	genomes	(NMR	UCSC	hetgla2,	568	
GP	UCSC	 cavpor3)	 in	 two	 steps:	BLAT	was	used	 to	 identify	 the	 locus	 and	 then	569	
SPLIGN	(v1.39.8)	was	applied	to	splice	align	the	transcript	sequence	within	BLAT	570	
locus.		571	
	572	
	573	
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Transcript	quantification	574	
For	NMR	age	 comparison	RNA-seq	data	were	 aligned	 to	 the	 reference	 genome	575	
utilizing	 STAR	 (v2.4.1d)	 with	 a	 maximum	 mismatch	 of	 6%	 and	 a	 minimum	576	
aligned	 length	 of	 90%.	 Reads	 mapped	 to	 multiple	 loci	 were	 discarded.	 Gene	577	
expression	 was	 quantified	 using	 HTSEQ	 (v0.6.1p1)	 based	 on	 the	 aligned	578	
reference	 transcripts.	 For	 cross-species	 comparison	 (NMR	 vs.	 GP)	 orthologous	579	
transcribed	 regions	 were	 determined	 using	 PosiGene	 [58]	 with	 parameter	580	
‘prank=0	 max_anchor_gaps_hard=100	 rs=NMR’.	 RNA-seq	 data	 were	 aligned	 to	581	
corresponding	 orthologous	 transcribed	 regions	 in	 NMR	 and	 GP	 reference	582	
transcripts	 using	 bowtie2	 (2.2.9)	 with	 the	 parameter	 ‘--very-sensitive-local’.	583	
DESeq2	 (v1.6.3)	 was	 used	 to	 identify	 DEGs	 after	 correction	 of	 p-values	 using	584	
Benjamini	 Hochberg	 (FDR,	 denoted	 as	 ‘q’)	 for	 NMR	 aging	 and	 cross-species	585	
comparison.	586	
	587	
Data	availability	588	
RNA-seq	data	of	GP	used	in	de	novo	assembly	were	deposited	at	Sequence	Read	589	
Archive	(SRP104222).	RNA-seq	data	for	NMR	age	and	cross-species	comparisons	590	
were	 deposited	 in	 Gene	 Expression	 Omnibus	 (GSE98744,	 GSE98744).	 	 The	591	
corresponding	 gene	 annotation	 for	 NMR	 and	 GP	 are	 available	 as	 a	 gff3-file	592	
(ftp://genome.leibniz-fli.de/pub/nmr2017/).	593	
	594	
Sample	preparation	for	mass	spectrometry	595	
	596	
NMR	and	GP	fresh	frozen	liver	samples	for	label	free	cross	species	comparison	597	
Frozen	tissue	samples	of	NMR	and	GP	livers	(between	20	and	40	mg,	Table	S1)	598	
were	 collected	 into	 Precellys	 Lysing	 kit	 tubes	 (Keramik-kit	 1.4/2.8	mm,	 2	mL	599	
(CKM))	containing	200	μL	of	protein	solubilization	buffer	(80	μM	Tris	pH	8.0,	80	600	
μM	DTT	and	4%	SDS)	and	processed	directly.	Samples	were	homogenized	in	the	601	
Precellys	 24	 homogenizer	 (Bertin	 Instruments,	 France)	 at	 5000	 rpm	 for	 30	602	
seconds	at	4	°C.	Samples	were	then	spun	down	and	the	supernatant	transferred	603	
to	 a	 1.5	 mL	 Eppendorf	 tube.	 Samples	 were	 sonicated	 using	 a	 Bioruptor	 Plus	604	
(Diagenode)	for	7.5	minutes	(5	cycles:	1	min	on,	30	sec	off,	20	°C)	using	the	high	605	
setting,	 and	 then	 boiled	 for	 10	min	 at	 95°C.	 A	 second	 round	 of	 sonication	 (as	606	
before)	followed	the	boiling.	Samples	were	spun	down	at	20800x	g	for	5	minutes	607	
and	the	lysate	supernatant	transferred	to	fresh	tubes.		Protein	concentration	was	608	
determined	 by	BCA	 assay	 (Pierce)	 using	 standard	 protocol	 and	 adjusted	 to	 10	609	
µg/µL	using	 solubilization	buffer.	5	µL	of	 tissue	 lysate,	 corresponding	 to	50	µg	610	
protein,	was	taken	for	preparation	for	MS.	 	Cysteine	residues	were	alkylated	by	611	
adding	 1	 µL	 of,	 200	 mM	 iodoacetamide	 to	 a	 final	 concentration	 of	 15	 mM	612	
(incubated	for	30	min	at	room	temperature	in	the	dark).	Reaction	was	quenched	613	
by	 addition	 of	 1	 μL	 of	 200	mM	 DTT.	 	 Sample	 clean-up	 proceeded	 following	 a	614	
modified	 SP3	 protocol.	 Sera-Mag	 Speed	 Beads	 (#45152105050250	 and	615	
#65152105050250,	 Thermo	 Scientific)	were	mixed	1:1,	 rinsed	with	water	 and	616	
stored	as	 a	40	μg/μL	 stock	 solution	 in	4°C,	 as	described	 in	 [59].	 4	μL	of	beads	617	
stock	 was	 added	 to	 the	 reaction	 tube	 and	 mixed	 by	 pipetting	 then	 11	 µL	618	
acetonitrile	containing	5%	(v/v)	formic	acid	was	added.	Samples	were	incubated	619	
for	8	minutes	at	room	temperature	to	allow	protein	bindings	to	the	beads.	Next,	620	
tubes	 were	 placed	 on	 the	 magnetic	 rack.	 Supernatant	 was	 removed	 and	621	
discarded.	Beads	were	washed	twice	with	180	μL	of	70%	(v/v)	ethanol	and	once	622	
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with	180	μL	of	100%	acetonitrile.	After	removal	of	acetonitrile	beads	were	air-623	
dried	for	60	sec	and	then	resuspended	in	7	μL	of	digestion	buffer	(6	μL	4	M	urea	624	
in	 100	 mM	 ammonium	 bicarbonate	 and	 1	 μL	 of	 1	 μg/μL	 of	 LysC	 (Wako)).	625	
Samples	were	sonicated	for	5	min	in	water	bath,	incubated	for	5	min	at	37°C	and	626	
then	mixed	by	pipetting.	Digestion	was	allowed	to	proceed	for	4	h	at	37°C.	After	627	
the	first	step	of	digestion,	beads	were	resuspended	by	pipetting,	urea	was	diluted	628	
to	 the	 final	 concentration	 of	 1.5	 M	 and	 1	 μL	 of	 1	 μg/μL	 of	 sequencing	 grade	629	
trypsin	(Promega)	was	added	to	samples.	Digestion	was	performed	overnight	at	630	
37°C.	 After	 digestion,	 beads	were	 resuspended	 by	 pipetting.	 100%	acetonitrile	631	
was	added	to	the	final	concentration	of	95%	(v/v)	and	samples	were	incubated	632	
for	 8	min	 at	 room	 temperature.	 Tubes	were	 placed	 on	 the	magnetic	 rack	 and	633	
washed	twice	with	100%	acetonitrile.	Supernatant	was	removed	and	beads	air-634	
dried	and	reconstituted	in	20	μL	of	2%	DMSO	followed	by	5	min	of	sonication	in	635	
the	 water	 bath.	 Samples	 were	 resuspended	 by	 pipetting	 and	 placed	 on	 the	636	
magnetic	rack.	Supernatant	containing	peptides	was	transferred	to	a	fresh	tube	637	
and	acidified	with	2	μL	of	1%	(v/v)	formic	acid	prior	to	pre-fractionation	by	high	638	
pH	reverse	phase	chromatography.	Offline	high	pH	reverse	phase	 fractionation	639	
was	 performed	 using	 an	 Agilent	 1260	 Infinity	 HPLC	 System	 equipped	 with	 a	640	
binary	 pump,	 degasser,	 variable	 wavelength	 UV	 detector	 (set	 to	 220	 and	 254	641	
nm),	 peltier-cooled	 autosampler	 (set	 at	 10°C)	 and	 a	 fraction	 collector.	 The	642	
column	was	a	Waters	XBridge	C18	column	(3.5	µm,	100	x	1.0	mm,	Waters)	with	a	643	
Gemini	 C18,	 4	 x	 2.0	 mm	 SecurityGuard	 (Phenomenex)	 cartridge	 as	 a	 guard	644	
column.	The	solvent	system	consisted	of	20	mM	ammonium	formate	(pH	10.0)	as	645	
mobile	phase	(A)	and	100%	acetonitrile	as	mobile	phase	(B).	The	separation	was	646	
accomplished	at	a	mobile	phase	flow	rate	of	0.1	mL/min	using	a	linear	gradient	647	
from	100%	A	 to	35	%	B	 in	61	min.	 	Thirty-four	 fractions	were	 collected	along	648	
with	 the	 LC	 separation,	 which	 were	 subsequently	 pooled	 into	 10	 fractions.	649	
Pooled	 fractions	were	 dried	 in	 a	 Speed-Vac	 and	 then	 stored	 at	 -80°C	 until	 LC-650	
MS/MS	analysis.	651	
	652	
NMR	frozen	liver	samples	for	TMT-based	comparison	of	young	and	old	samples	653	
For	each	experimental	animal	 (Table	S1),	100	µg	protein	 lysate	 from	the	bead-654	
beaten	stock	of	tissue	described	above	were	taken	up	to	a	final	volume	of	50	µL	655	
with	 100	 mM	 HEPES	 buffer,	 pH	 8.5.	 5	 µL	 of	 2%	 SDS	 was	 added,	 prior	 to	656	
biorupting	(5	cycles:	1	min	on,	30	sec	off,	20	°C)	at	the	highest	settings.	Samples	657	
were	spun	down	at	20800x	g	for	1	minute	and	the	lysate	supernatant	transferred	658	
to	 fresh	 tubes.	 Reduction	 was	 performed	 with	 2.9	 µL	 DTT	 (200	 mM)	 for	 15	659	
minutes	 at	 45	 °C	 before	 alkylation	with	 200	mM	 IAA	 (5	 µL,	 30	minutes,	 room	660	
temperature,	 in	 the	 dark).	 Proteins	were	 then	 precipitated	with	 4	 volumes	 ice	661	
cold	acetone	to	1	volume	sample	and	left	overnight	at	-20	°C.		The	samples	were	662	
then	 centrifuged	 at	 20800x	 g	 for	 30	 minutes,	 4	 °C.	 After	 removal	 of	 the	663	
supernatant,	the	precipitates	were	washed	twice	with	500	µL	80%	(v/v)	acetone	664	
(ice	 cold).	 After	 each	 wash	 step,	 the	 samples	 were	 vortexed,	 then	 centrifuged	665	
again	for	2	minutes	at	4°C.	The	pellets	were	then	allowed	to	air-dry	before	being	666	
dissolved	 in	digestion	buffer	 (50	µL,	3M	urea	 in	0,1M	HEPES,	pH	8;	1	µg	LysC)	667	
and	incubated	for	4	h	at	37	°C	with	shaking	at	600	rpm.	Then	the	samples	were	668	
diluted	1:1	with	milliQ	water	(to	reach	1.5M	urea)	and	were	incubated	with	1	µg	669	
trypsin	for	16	h	at	37	°C.	The	digests	were	then	acidified	with	10%	trifluoroacetic	670	
acid	 and	 then	 desalted	 with	 Waters	 Oasis®	 HLB	 µElution	 Plate	 30µm	 in	 the	671	
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presence	of	a	slow	vacuum.	In	this	process,	the	columns	were	conditioned	with	672	
3x100	 µL	 solvent	 B	 (80%	 (v/v)	 acetonitrile;	 0.05%	 (v/v)	 formic	 acid)	 and	673	
equilibrated	with	3x	100	µL	solvent	A	(0.05%	(v/v)	formic	acid	in	milliQ	water).	674	
The	samples	were	loaded,	washed	3	times	with	100	µL	solvent	A,	and	then	eluted	675	
into	PCR	tubes	with	50	µL	solvent	B.	The	eluates	were	dried	down	with	the	speed	676	
vacuum	 centrifuge	 and	 dissolved	 in	 200	 mM	 HEPES	 buffer,	 pH	 8.5	 for	 TMT	677	
labeling.	 25	 µg	 peptides	 were	 taken	 for	 each	 labeling	 reaction	 at	 1	 µg/µL	678	
concentration.	TMT-6plex	reagents	(Thermo	Scientific)	were	reconstituted	in	41	679	
µL	100%	anhydrous	DMSO.	TMT	labeling	was	performed	by	addition	of	2.5	μL	of	680	
the	 TMT	 reagent.	 After	 30	 minutes	 of	 incubation	 at	 room	 temperature,	 with	681	
shaking	 at	 600	 rpm	 in	 a	 thermomixer	 (Eppendorf)	 a	 second	 portion	 of	 TMT	682	
reagent	(2.5	μL)	was	added	and	incubated	for	another	30	minutes.	The	reaction	683	
was	 quenched	with	 1	 μL	 of	 20	mM	 lysine	 in	 100	mM	ammonium	bicarbonate.		684	
After	 checking	 labeling	 efficiency,	 samples	 were	 pooled	 (48	 µg	 total),	 cleaned	685	
once	 again	 with	 Oasis	 and	 subjected	 to	 high	 pH	 fractionation	 prior	 to	 MS	686	
analysis.	Offline	high	pH	reverse	phase	fractionation	was	performed	as	described	687	
above	 with	 the	 following	 modifications	 for	 TMT	 labeled	 samples:	 (i)	 the	688	
separation	was	accomplished	at	a	mobile	phase	flow	rate	of	0.1	mL/min	using	a	689	
non-linear	 gradient	 from	 95%	 A	 to	 40	%	 B	 in	 91	 min;	 (ii)	 48	 fractions	 were	690	
collected	 along	with	 the	 LC	 separation	 that	were	 subsequently	 pooled	 into	 16	691	
fractions.		692	
	693	
Human	FFPE	liver	samples	694	
The	specimens	were	cut	on	a	microtome	into	5	μm	thick	sections	and	mounted	695	
on	glass	slides.	Slides	were	deparaffinized	in	xylene	for	2x	5	minutes,	rehydrated	696	
in	100%	ethanol	 for	2x	5	minutes,	 and	 then	washed	 in	96%	 (v/v),	 70%	 (v/v),	697	
50%	 (v/v)	 ethanol	 and	milliQ	water	 for	 1x	 5	minutes	 each.	 Region	 of	 interest	698	
were	gently	scraped	using	a	scalpel	and	transferred	to	a	PCR	tube	containing	100	699	
μL	of	protein	solubilization	buffer	(80	μM	Tris	pH	8.0,	80	μM	DTT	and	4%	SDS)	700	
and	 processed	 directly.	 Samples	 were	 sonicated	 using	 a	 Bioruptor	 Plus	701	
(Diagenode)	for	25.2	min	(15	cycles:	1	min	on,	30	sec	off)	at	20°C	using	the	high	702	
setting,	 and	 then	 boiled	 for	 1h	 at	 99°C.	 Sonication	 followed	 by	 boiling	 was	703	
performed	 twice.	 Cysteine	 residues	 were	 alkylated	 by	 adding	 200	 mM	704	
iodoacetamide	to	a	final	concentration	of	15	mM	(incubated	for	30	min	at	room	705	
temperature	 in	 the	 dark).	 Reaction	was	 quenched	 by	 addition	 of	 10	 μL	 of	 200	706	
mM	 DTT.	 Protein	 were	 then	 acetone	 precipitated,	 digested	 and	 desalted	 as	707	
described	above	for	NMR	samples	(aging	comparison),	with	the	exceptions	that	708	
0.5	µg	of	both	LysC	and	trypsin	were	used	instead	of	1	µg	to	accommodate	for	the	709	
lower	amount	of	protein	extract	employed,	and	no	TMT	labeling	was	performed.	710	
	711	
Mass	spectrometry	data	acquisition	712	
	713	
Label	free	analysis	of	NMR	and	GP	liver	samples	714	
For	 label	 free	 experiments,	 each	 fraction	 from	 the	 4	 GP	 and	 4	 NMR	 samples,	715	
separated	 by	 high	 pH,	 were	 resuspended	 in	 10	 µL	 reconstitution	 buffer	 (5%	716	
(v/v)	 acetonitrile,	 0.1%	 (v/v)	 TFA	 in	water)	 and	 8	 µL	were	 injected.	 Peptides	717	
were	 separated	 using	 the	 nanoAcquity	 UPLC	 system	 (Waters)	 fitted	 with	 a	718	
trapping	(nanoAcquity	Symmetry	C18,	5	µm,	180	µm	x	20	mm)	and	an	analytical	719	
column	 (nanoAcquity	 BEH	 C18,	 2.5	 µm,	 75	 µm	 x	 250	 mm).	 The	 outlet	 of	 the	720	
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analytical	 column	was	 coupled	 directly	 to	 an	 Orbitrap	 Fusion	 Lumos	 (Thermo	721	
Fisher	 Scientific)	 using	 the	 Proxeon	 nanospray	 source.	 Solvent	 A	 was	 water,	722	
0.1%	 (v/v)	 formic	 acid	 and	 solvent	B	was	 acetonitrile,	 0.1%	 (v/v)	 formic	 acid.	723	
The	samples	were	loaded	with	a	constant	flow	of	solvent	A	at	5	µL/min,	onto	the	724	
trapping	 column.	 Trapping	 time	 was	 6	 min.	 Peptides	 were	 eluted	 via	 the	725	
analytical	 column	at	a	 constant	 flow	of	0.3	µL/min,	 at	40°C.	During	 the	elution	726	
step,	the	percentage	of	solvent	B	increased	in	a	linear	fashion	from	5%	to	7%	in	727	
10	minutes,	then	from	7%	B	to	30%	B	in	a	further	105	min	and	to	45%	B	by	130	728	
min.	 The	 peptides	were	 introduced	 into	 the	mass	 spectrometer	 via	 a	 Pico-Tip	729	
Emitter	360	µm	OD	x	20	µm	ID;	10	µm	tip	(New	Objective)	and	a	spray	voltage	of	730	
2.2kV	 was	 applied.	 The	 capillary	 temperature	 was	 set	 at	 300°C.	 Full	 scan	 MS	731	
spectra	 with	mass	 range	 375-1500	m/z	 were	 acquired	 in	 profile	 mode	 in	 the	732	
Orbitrap	 with	 resolution	 of	 120000	 using	 the	 quad	 isolation.	 A	 first	 batch	 of	733	
samples	 (NMR:	 F1-6074,	 M1-1449;	 GP:	 #18,	 #19)	 was	 acquired	 with	 the	734	
following	settings.	The	RF	on	the	ion	funnel	was	set	to	60%.	The	filling	time	was	735	
set	at	maximum	of	100	ms	with	an	AGC	target	of	4	x	105	ions	and	1	microscan.		736	
The	 peptide	monoisotopic	 precursor	 selection	was	 enabled	 along	with	 relaxed	737	
restrictions	if	too	few	precursors	were	found.	The	most	intense	ions	(instrument	738	
operated	for	a	3	second	cycle	time)	from	the	full	scan	MS	were	selected	for	MS2,	739	
using	quadrupole	 isolation	and	a	window	of	1.6	Da.	An	 intensity	threshold	of	5	740	
x103	 ions	 was	 applied.	 HCD	 was	 performed	 with	 collision	 energy	 of	 35%.	 A	741	
maximum	fill	time	of	30	ms	with	an	AGC	target	of	1	x	104	for	each	precursor	ion	742	
was	set.	MS2	data	were	acquired	in	centroid	in	the	ion	trap,	in	Rapid	scan	mode,	743	
with	fixed	first	mass	of	120	m/z.	The	dynamic	exclusion	list	was	with	a	maximum	744	
retention	 period	 of	 60	 sec	 and	 relative	 mass	 window	 of	 10	 ppm.	 In	 order	 to	745	
improve	the	mass	accuracy,	internal	lock	mass	correction	using	a	background	ion	746	
(m/z	 445.12003)	was	 applied.	 For	 data	 acquisition	 and	 processing	 of	 the	 raw	747	
data	Xcalibur	4.0	(Thermo	Scientific)	and	Tune	version	2.0	were	employed.	As	a	748	
consequence	 of	 method	 optimization,	 the	 following	 parameters	 were	 changed	749	
for	a	second	batch	of	samples	(NMR:	#0713,	#4925;	GP:	#23,	#28):	RF	on	the	ion	750	
funnel	was	set	to	40%,	AGC	target	to	2	x	105,	quadrupole	isolation	window	to	1.4	751	
Da,	HCD	collision	energy	to	30%,	fill	time	to	300	ms,	AGC	target	to	2	x	103,	and	752	
the	 instrument	was	 set	 to	 inject	 ions	 for	 all	 available	parallelizable	 time.	 Since	753	
the	two	batches	of	samples	were	block	randomized	(i.e.	both	contained	the	same	754	
number	 of	 NMR	 and	 GP	 samples),	 the	 usage	 of	 two	 different	methods	 did	 not	755	
influence	the	outcome	of	our	comparison,	as	shown	by	the	expected	clustering	of	756	
the	samples	according	to	the	species	of	origin	(Figure	1B).	757	
	758	
TMT	analysis	of	NMR	young	and	old	samples	759	
For	TMT-6plex	experiments,	fractions	were	resuspended	in	10	µL	reconstitution	760	
buffer	(5%	(v/v)	acetonitrile,	0.1%	(v/v)	TFA	in	water)	and	3.5	µL	were	injected.	761	
Peptides	were	analyzed	using	 the	 same	LC-MS/MS	setup	described	above	with	762	
the	 following	modifications.	 Peptides	were	 eluted	 using	 a	 linear	 gradient	 from	763	
5%	to	7%	in	10	minutes,	then	from	7%	B	to	30%	B	in	a	further	105	min	and	to	764	
45%	B	by	130	min.	Full	 scan	MS	spectra	with	mass	 range	375-1500	m/z	were	765	
acquired	in	profile	mode	in	the	Orbitrap	with	resolution	of	60000	using	the	quad	766	
isolation.	The	RF	on	 the	 ion	 funnel	was	 set	 to	40%.	The	 filling	 time	was	 set	 at	767	
maximum	of	 100	ms	with	 an	AGC	 target	 of	 4	 x	 105	 ions	 and	1	microscan.	 The	768	
peptide	 monoisotopic	 precursor	 selection	 was	 enabled	 along	 with	 relaxed	769	
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restrictions	if	too	few	precursors	were	found.	The	most	intense	ions	(instrument	770	
operated	for	a	3	second	cycle	time)	from	the	full	scan	MS	were	selected	for	MS2,	771	
using	 quadrupole	 isolation	 and	 a	 window	 of	 1	 Da.	 HCD	 was	 performed	 with	772	
collision	energy	of	35%.	A	maximum	fill	time	of	50	ms	for	each	precursor	ion	was	773	
set.	 MS2	 data	 were	 acquired	 with	 fixed	 first	 mass	 of	 120	m/z.	 The	 dynamic	774	
exclusion	list	was	with	a	maximum	retention	period	of	60	sec	and	relative	mass	775	
window	of	10	ppm.	For	the	MS3,	the	precursor	selection	window	was	set	to	the	776	
range	400-2000	m/z,	with	an	exclude	width	of	18	m/z	 (high)	and	5	m/z	 (low).	777	
The	most	 intense	 fragments	 from	 the	MS2	 experiment	were	 co-isolated	 (using	778	
Synchronus	 Precursor	 Selection	 =	 8)	 and	 fragmented	 using	 HCD	 (65%).	 MS3	779	
spectra	were	 acquired	 in	 the	Orbitrap	over	 the	mass	 range	100-1000	m/z	 and	780	
resolution	set	to	30000.	The	maximum	injection	time	was	set	to	105	ms	and	the	781	
instrument	was	set	not	to	inject	ions	for	all	available	parallelizable	time.		782	
	783	
Data	Independent	Acquisition	(DIA)	for	human	FFPE	samples	784	
Peptides	were	spiked	with	retention	time	HRM	kit	(Biognosys	AG),	and	analyzed	785	
using	 the	 same	 LC-MS/MS	 setup	 described	 above	 with	 the	 following	786	
modifications.	Approx.	1	µg	for	Data	Dependent	Acquisition	(DDA)	and	3	µg	for	787	
DIA	analysis	were	loaded.	Peptides	were	eluted	via	a	non-linear	gradient	from	0	788	
%	to	40	%	 in	120	minutes.	Total	 runtime	was	145	minutes,	 including	clean-up	789	
and	 column	 re-equilibration.	 The	 RF	 lens	was	 set	 to	 30%.	 For	 spectral	 library	790	
generation,	 a	 pooled	 sample	 was	 generated	 by	 mixing	 equal	 portion	 of	 each	791	
sample,	 injected	12	times,	and	measured	in	DDA	mode.	The	conditions	for	DDA	792	
data	 acquisition	were	 as	 follows:	 	 Full	 scan	MS	 spectra	with	mass	 range	 350-793	
1650	 m/z	 were	 acquired	 in	 profile	 mode	 in	 the	 Orbitrap	 with	 resolution	 of	794	
60000.	The	filling	time	was	set	at	maximum	of	50	ms	with	limitation	of	2	x	105	795	
ions.	The	 “Top	Speed”	method	was	employed	 to	 take	 the	maximum	number	of	796	
precursor	ions	(with	an	intensity	threshold	of	5	x	104)	from	the	full	scan	MS	for	797	
fragmentation	(using	HCD	collision	energy,	30%)	and	quadrupole	 isolation	(1.4	798	
Da	 window)	 and	 measurement	 in	 the	 Orbitrap	 (resolution	 15000,	 fixed	 first	799	
mass	 120	 m/z),	 with	 a	 cycle	 time	 of	 3	 seconds.	 	 The	 MIPS	 (monoisotopic	800	
precursor	 selection)	 peptide	 algorithm	 was	 employed	 but	 with	 relaxed	801	
restrictions	 when	 too	 few	 precursors	 meeting	 the	 criteria	 were	 found.	 The	802	
fragmentation	was	performed	after	 accumulation	of	 2	 x	 105ions	or	 after	 filling	803	
time	 of	 22	ms	 for	 each	 precursor	 ion	 (whichever	 occurred	 first).	 MS/MS	 data	804	
were	acquired	in	centroid	mode.	Only	multiply	charged	(2+	-	7+)	precursor	ions	805	
were	 selected	 for	 MS/MS.	 Dynamic	 exclusion	 was	 employed	 with	 maximum	806	
retention	 period	 of	 15s	 and	 relative	mass	window	 of	 10	 ppm.	 	 Isotopes	were	807	
excluded.	For	data	acquisition	and	processing	Tune	version	2.1	was	employed.	808	
For	the	DIA	data	acquisition	the	same	gradient	conditions	were	applied	to	the	LC	809	
as	 for	 the	 DDA	 and	 the	 MS	 conditions	 were	 varied	 as	 follows:	 Full	 scan	 MS	810	
spectra	 with	mass	 range	 350-1650	m/z	 were	 acquired	 in	 profile	 mode	 in	 the	811	
Orbitrap	with	resolution	of	120000.	The	 filling	 time	was	set	at	maximum	of	20	812	
ms	 with	 limitation	 of	 5	 x	 105	 ions.	 	 DIA	 scans	 were	 acquired	 with	 34	 mass	813	
window	 segments	 of	 differing	widths	 across	 the	MS1	mass	 range	with	 a	 cycle	814	
time	of	 3	 seconds.	HCD	 fragmentation	 (30%	collision	 energy)	was	 applied	 and	815	
MS/MS	 spectra	were	 acquired	 in	 the	Orbitrap	with	 a	 resolution	of	30000	over	816	
the	mass	range	200-2000	m/z	after	accumulation	of	2	x	105	ions	or	after	 filling	817	
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time	 of	 70	 ms	 (whichever	 occurred	 first).	 Ions	 were	 injected	 for	 all	 available	818	
parallelizable	time.		Data	were	acquired	in	profile	mode.	819	
	820	
Mass	spectrometry	data	analysis	821	
	822	
Label	free	cross-species	comparison	of	NMR	and	GP	liver	samples	823	
The	Andromeda	search	engine	[60],	part	of	MaxQuant	(version	1.5.3.28)	[61]	was	824	
used	 to	 search	 the	 data.	 The	 data	 for	 GP	 and	 NMR	 were	 searched	 separately	825	
against	 translated	 species-specific	 reference	 transcripts	 (see	 RNA	 sequencing	826	
analysis).	Database	with	a	list	of	common	contaminants	were	appended	in	both	827	
cases.	 The	 data	 were	 searched	 with	 the	 following	 modifications:	828	
Carbamidomethyl	 (C)	 (Fixed),	 and	 Oxidation	 (M)	 and	 Acetyl	 (Protein	 N-term)	829	
(Variable).	The	mass	error	 tolerance	 for	 the	 full	 scan	MS	spectra	was	set	at	20	830	
ppm	 and	 for	 the	MS/MS	 spectra	 at	 0.5	 Da.	 A	maximum	 of	 2	missed	 cleavages	831	
were	 allowed.	Peptide	 and	 protein	 level	 1%	 FDR	were	 applied	 using	 a	 target-832	
decoy	strategy	 [62].	 iBAQ	(label	 free	quantification)	values	 from	the	MaxQuant	833	
output	 were	 used	 to	 perform	 cross-species	 differential	 protein	 expression	834	
analysis	 using	 scripts	 written	 in	 R	 (v3.4.1).	 After	 removal	 of	 reverse	 and	835	
contaminant	hits,	only	protein	groups	quantified	by	at	least	two	unique	peptides	836	
were	retained.	Common	human	gene	symbols	were	used	to	combine	iBAQ	values	837	
for	NMR	and	GP	samples.	Only	protein	groups	quantified	in	at	least	two	animals	838	
per	 group	 were	 retained	 when	 comparing	 protein	 abundances	 between	 NMR	839	
and	GP.	To	reduce	technical	variation,	data	were	log2	transformed	and	quantile-840	
normalized	using	the	preprocessCore	library.	Protein	differential	expression	was	841	
evaluated	using	the	limma	package	[63].	Differences	in	protein	abundances	were	842	
statistically	 determined	 using	 the	 Student’s	 t	 test	 moderated	 by	 the	 empirical	843	
Bayes	method.	P	values	were	adjusted	for	multiple	testing	using	the	Benjamini-844	
Hochberg	method	[64]	(Table	S2).	845	
	846	
TMT-based	analysis	of	young	and	old	NMR	livers	847	
TMT-6plex	data	were	processed	using	Proteome	Discoverer	v2.0	(Thermo	Fisher	848	
Scientific).	 Data	 were	 searched	 against	 the	 NMR	 fasta	 database	 using	 Mascot	849	
v2.5.1	(Matrix	Science)	with	the	following	settings:	 	Enzyme	was	set	 to	trypsin,	850	
with	up	to	1	missed	cleavage.		MS1	mass	tolerance	was	set	to	10	ppm	and	MS2	to	851	
0.5	Da.	Carbamidomethyl	cysteine	was	set	as	a	fixed	modification	and	oxidation	852	
of	 Methionine	 as	 variable.	 	 Other	 modifications	 included	 the	 TMT-6plex	853	
modification	from	the	quan	method	used.		The	quan	method	was	set	for	reporter	854	
ions	 quantification	 with	 HCD	 and	 MS3	 (mass	 tolerance,	 20	 ppm).	 	 The	 false	855	
discovery	 rate	 for	 peptide-spectrum	 matches	 (PSMs)	 was	 set	 to	 0.01	 using	856	
Percolator	 [65].	 Reporter	 ion	 intensity	 values	 for	 the	 filtered	 PSMs	 were	857	
exported	 and	 processed	 using	 in-house	 written	 R	 scripts	 to	 remove	 common	858	
contaminants	 and	 decoy	 hits	 Additionally	 only	 PSMs	 having	 reporter	 ion	859	
intensities	 above	 1	 x	 103	 in	 all	 the	 relevant	 TMT	 channels	 were	 retained	 for	860	
quantitative	 analysis.	 Only	 protein	 groups	 quantified	 by	 at	 least	 two	 unique	861	
peptides	were	analyzed	for	differential	expression	between	young	and	old	NMR.	862	
Data	 were	 analysed	 using	 the	 MSnbase	 package	 [66].	 Reporter	 ion	 intensities	863	
were	log2-transformed	and	normalized	using	the	vsn	package	[67].	Peptide-level	864	
data	were	summarized	into	their	respective	protein	groups	by	taking	the	median	865	
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value.	Differential	protein	expression	was	assessed	using	the	limma	package,	as	866	
described	above	(Table	S4).	867	
	868	
DIA	analysis	of	FFPE	human	samples	869	
For	 library	 creation,	 the	 DDA	 data	was	 searched	 using	 the	 Andromeda	 search	870	
engine	 built	 in	MaxQuant	 (version	1.5.3.28).	 The	data	were	 searched	 against	 a	871	
human	database	(Swiss-Prot	entries	of	the	Uniprot	KB	database	release	2016_01,	872	
20198	 entries)	 with	 a	 list	 of	 common	 contaminants	 appended,	 as	 well	 as	 the	873	
HRM	 peptide	 sequences.	 The	 data	 were	 searched	 with	 the	 following	874	
modifications:	Carbamidomethyl	(C)	(Fixed)	and	Oxidation	(M)/	Acetyl	(Protein	875	
N-term)	 (Variable).	 The	mass	 error	 tolerance	 for	 the	 full	 scan	MS	 and	MS/MS	876	
spectra	was	set	at	20	ppm.	A	maximum	of	1	missed	cleavage	was	allowed.	 	The	877	
identifications	were	filtered	to	satisfy	FDR	of	1	%	on	peptide	and	protein	level.	A	878	
spectral	 library	 was	 created	 from	 the	 MaxQuant	 output	 of	 the	 DDA	 runs	879	
combined	using	Spectronaut	(version	10,	Biognosys	AG).	This	 library	contained	880	
58296	 precursors,	 corresponding	 to	 4624	 protein	 groups	 using	 Spectronaut	881	
protein	 inference.	 DIA	 data	 were	 then	 uploaded	 and	 searched	 against	 this	882	
spectral	 library.	 Precursor	 matching,	 protein	 inference	 and	 quantification	 was	883	
performed	 in	 Spectronaut	 using	 default	 settings	 [68].	 Differential	 protein	884	
expression	 was	 evaluated	 using	 a	 pairwise	 t-test	 performed	 at	 the	 precursor	885	
level	 followed	 by	 multiple	 testing	 correction	 according	 to	 [69].	 The	 data	886	
(candidate	table,	Table	S7)	was	exported	from	Spectronaut	and	used	for	further	887	
data	analyses	(see	below).		888	
	889	
Data	analysis	890	
	891	
For	 integrated	analysis	of	RNA-seq	and	proteomic	data,	 transcripts	and	protein	892	
groups	 were	 matched	 using	 the	 corresponding	 gene	 symbol,	 P	 values	 were	893	
combined	using	 the	 Fisher	method,	 followed	by	 correction	 for	multiple	 testing	894	
using	 the	Benjamini-Hochberg	method	 [64].	 Gene	 set	 enrichments	 (Figures	 2A	895	
and	3B)	were	performed	with	the	R	package	gage	[70]	using	gene	set	definitions	896	
from	the	Molecular	Signatures	Database	(MSigDB,	C2	v5.1)	[71].	Gene	Ontology	897	
enrichment	 analysis	 (Figure	 4B)	was	 performed	 the	 list	 of	 quantified	 proteins	898	
that	were	ranked	according	to	 the	 level	of	differential	expression	(fold	change)	899	
using	 GOrilla	 (Eden	 et	 al.,	 2009)	 followed	 by	 GO	 term	 redundancy	 reduction	900	
performed	by	REViGO	[72]	using	default	settings.	901	
	902	
Measurements	of	mitochondrial	activity	903	
	904	
Mitochondrial	respiration	was	measured	in	homogenized	liver	tissue	samples	of	905	
NMRs	and	mice	by	means	of	high-resolution	respirometry	using	the	Oroboros®	906	
Oxygraph-2K	(Oroboros	Instruments,	Innsbruck,	Austria).	This	device	allows	for	907	
simultaneous	recording	the	O2	concentration	in	two	parallel	chambers	calibrated	908	
for	2	ml	of	respiration	medium	containing	110	mM	D-Sucrose	(Sigma	84097),	60	909	
mM	K-lactobionate	 (Aldrich	 153516),	 0.5	mM	 ethylene	 glycol	 tetra	 acetic	 acid	910	
(Sigma	 E4378),	 1	 g/L	 bovine	 serum	 albumin	 free	 from	 essentially	 fatty	 acids	911	
(Sigma	A	6003),	3	mM	MgCl2	(Scharlau	MA0036),	20	mM	taurine	(Sigma	T0625),	912	
10	mM	KH2PO4	(Merck	104873),	 20mM	HEPES	 (Sigma	H7523),	 adjusted	 to	pH	913	
7.1	with	KOH	and	equilibrated	with	21%	O2	at	37°C.	Mitochondrial	 respiration	914	
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was	quantified	 in	 terms	of	oxygen	 flux	(JO2)	calculated	as	 the	rate	of	change	of	915	
the	O2	concentration	in	the	chambers	normalized	for	wet	tissue	volume.	916	
The	 liver	 tissue	 homogenates	 were	 generated	 from	 40-50	 mg	 of	 wet	 tissue	917	
samples	 suspended	 in	 2	 ml	 of	 ice-cold	 respiration	 medium.	 Aliquots	 of	 the	918	
homogenates	were	 added	 to	 each	oxygraph	 chamber	 in	 order	 to	 obtain	 a	 final	919	
amount	of	4	mg	of	NMR	liver	tissue	or	2	mg	of	mouse	liver	tissue	per	chamber.	920	
The	 different	 amount	 of	 tissue	was	 chosen	 in	 order	 to	 obtain	 similar	 absolute	921	
JO2-values,	i.e.	JO2-values	not	normalized	per	wet	weight,	in	both	species.	Every	922	
sample	was	measured	in	duplicates;	the	mean	values	from	both	chambers	were	923	
used	for	statistical	analysis.		924	
The	titration	sequence	used	for	the	experiments	was	as	follows:	2	mM	malate	+	1	925	
mM	 octanoylcarnitine,	 5	mM	ADP,	 10	 μM	 cytochrome	 c,	 10	mM	 glutamate,	 10	926	
mM	succinate,	2.5	μM	oligomycin,	1	μM	carbonyl	cyanide	p-(trifluoromethoxy)-927	
phenylhydrazone	(FCCP),	0.5	μM	rotenone,	and	5	μM	antimycin	A.	The	JO2-values	928	
after	 addition	 of	 octanoyl	 carnitine,	 malate,	 ADP,	 and	 cytochrome	 c	 allow	929	
quantifying	 fatty	 acid	 oxidation.	 The	 addition	 of	 cytochrome	 c	 after	 ADP	 is	930	
required	 to	 test	 the	 integrity	 of	 the	 outer	 mitochondrial	 membrane.	 If	931	
homogenization	 steps	 damaged	 the	 mitochondrial	 membrane,	 addition	 of	932	
cytochrome	 c	 induces	 an	 increase	 of	 the	 respiratory	 values.	 The	 maximum	933	
oxidative	 capacity	 of	 the	 mitochondrial	 respiratory	 chain	 in	 the	 coupled	 state	934	
(maximum	 OxPhos)	 was	 then	 determined	 after	 the	 subsequent	 addition	 of	935	
glutamate	 and	 succinate.	 Further	 injections	 of	 the	 ATP	 synthase	 inhibitor	936	
oligomycin	 and	 of	 the	 uncoupler	 FCCP	 allowed	 obtaining	 the	 maximum	937	
respiratory	activity	in	the	uncoupled	state.	In	the	next	two	steps,	complex	I	and	938	
complex	 III	 were	 sequentially	 inhibited	 by	 administration	 of	 rotenone	 and	939	
antimycin	A	respectively.	Finally	sequentially	 injecting	2	mM	ascorbate	and	0.5	940	
mM	of	 the	complex	 IV	substrate	 tetramethyl	phenylene	diamine	(TMPD)	 in	 the	941	
parallel	 chambers	 allowed	 for	 selectively	 quantifying	 the	 activity	 of	 the	942	
cytochrome-c-oxidase	(COX).	Part	of	the	JO2	induced	by	the	injection	of	TMPD	is	943	
caused	by	auto-oxidation	of	this	compound.	Therefore,	inhibiting	the	COX	by	40	944	
µM	sodium	sulfide	allowed	to	quantify	and	 thus	 to	subtract	 this	auto-oxidation	945	
related	part	from	the	total	JO2	value	under	TMPD.	946	
	947	
C.elegans	lifespan	measurements	948	
	949	
HT115	 bacteria	 containing	 specific	 RNAi	 constructs	 were	 grown	 on	 lysogeny	950	
broth	 agar	 plates	 supplemented	 with	 ampicillin	 and	 tetracycline.	 Plates	 were	951	
kept	at	4°C.	Overnight	cultures	were	grown	in	lysogeny	broth	media	containing	952	
ampicillin.	 RNAi	 expression	 was	 induced	 by	 adding	 1 mM	953	
isopropylthiogalactoside	 (IPTG)	 and	 incubating	 the	 cultures	 at	 37°C	 for	954	
20 minutes	before	seeding	bacteria	on	NGM	agar	supplemented	with	ampicillin	955	
and	3 mM	IPTG.	Synchronized	L4	larvae	were	placed	on	60	mm	dishes	containing	956	
RNAi	 expressing	 bacteria	 at	 a	 density	 of	 70	 worms	 per	 plate.	 Worms	 were	957	
transferred	to	new	plates	on	a	daily	basis	until	adulthood	day	6	(AD6)	and	later	958	
transferred	 to	 new	 plates	 every	 3-4	 days.	 The	 number	 of	 dead	 animals	 was	959	
scored	daily.	The	analysis	of	the	lifespan	data	including	statistics	was	performed	960	
using	GraphPad	Prism	software.	961	
	 	962	
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